31. Cordoba. Mosque, interior. (MAS)

32. Cordoba. Mosque, marj survival in front of mihrab. (MAS)
33. Samarra. Great Mosque, middle of the 9th century, plan. (After Creswell)

35. Kufah. Reconstruction of mosque, late 7th century. (After Sauvaget)

36. Samarra. So-called Abu Dulaf mosque, middle of the 9th century, plan. (After Creswell)

38. Cairo. Ibn Tulun mosque, 876-79, plan. (After Brandenburg)


40. Kairouan. Mosque, 8th-9th centuries, plan. (After Creswell)
41. Kairouan. Mosque, general view. (Roger Wood Studio)

42. Cairo. Ibn Tulun mosque.
43. Samarra. Minaret of Great Mosque, middle of the 9th century. (University Prints)

44. Kairouan. Great Mosque, 8th-9th centuries, minaret and surrounding area.
45. Kairouan. Great Mosque, mihrab area. (University Prints)

46. Córdoba. Mosque, 10th century, mihrab. (MAS)